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Business Service Catalogue

Contents
PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT 
This document contains a sample of the full Service Catalogue.
Page   Description

1. CLOUD BASE APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
a. Mental Health (MH) EHR Clinical Application Software
b. Hospital Management (HM) EHR Application Software
c. Human Resource (HR) Application Software
d. Payroll System (PS) Application Software
e. Electronic Policy and Procedures (PP)  Software
f. Physical Therapy Practices  (PTP) EMR Application Software
g. Home Health (HH)  EHR Application Software
h. Club Membership (CM) Application Software
i. Fundraising (FD)  Application Software
j. Property Management (PM) Application Software
k. Auto Maintenance (AM) Application Software
l. Real Estate (RE) Application Software 
m. Church Management (CM) Application Software
n. Electronic Leadership and Staffs Meeting Schedule Software

2. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
a. CARF Policy and Procedures for Behavioral Health Accreditation
b. JAHCO Policy and Procedures for Behavioral Health Accreditation
c. ODMHSAS Policy and Procedures for Behavioral Health Accreditation
d. Information Technology (IT) Policy and Procedures
e. General Administrative Policy and Procedures 
f. Free CARF/JAHCO/ODMHSAS Consultation for new startup agency and for 

re-accreditation survey for 2nd/3rd /4th with a proving track record. 
3. HEALTH SAFETY POWER POINT PRESENTATION

a. Employee Competency Base Training (CBT) Power Point Presentation
b. Employee Competency Base Training (CBT) Certificate Software  
c. Employee Competency Base Training (CBT) Software

4. DATA ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
a. Data Analysis Management (DAM) Application Software
b. Data TimeLine Strategic Management (DTLSM) Application Software
c. Organization Performance Questionnaire Data Analysis Software
d. Annual Data Performance Analysis Report Software 
e. Internal File Auditing Report Software
f. Pre/Post Client Data Software

5. COMPETENCYC BASE TRAINING SOFTWARE CERTIFICATE

6. WEB SITE DESIGN
a. eCommerce
b. Church
c. App
d. Other type of web site
e. Face Book
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IT SERVICES AND SERVICE OFFERING  
The Service Catalogue functionality provided in assist has an intuitive and powerful feature 
which allows Customers to easily and quickly construct a Service Catalogue that reflects their
business requirements. eMicDataSolution provides a set of template Services and Service 
Offerings to help Customers quickly and easily implement their Service Catalogue. 

Please Note: In this document all Services and Services Offerings are fully populated. This 
document contains heading details for all Services and Service offerings but does not contain
all of the appropriate details. These can be done by requesting a Demo 
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Mental Health Cloud Base Clinical EHR Software

An electronic health record (EHR) is a digital version of a patient’s paper chart. EHRs are 
real-time, patient-centered records that make information available instantly and securely to 
authorized users. While an EHR does contain the medical and treatment histories of patients,
an EHR system is built to go beyond standard clinical data collected in a provider’s office and
can be inclusive of a broader view of a patient’s care. EHRs can:

 Contain a patient’s medical history, diagnoses, medications, treatment plans, 
immunization dates, allergies, radiology images, and laboratory and test results

 Allow access to evidence-based tools that providers can use to make decisions about 
a patient’s care

 Automate and streamline provider workflow

One of the key features of an EHR is that health information can be created and managed by 
authorized providers in a digital format capable of being shared with other providers across 
more than one health care organization. EHRs are built to share information with other health
care providers and organizations – such as laboratories, specialists, medical imaging 
facilities, pharmacies, emergency facilities, and school and workplace clinics – so they 
contain information from all clinicians involved in a patient’s care.
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HR – People Management Employee Tracking Software

HRIS, which is also known as a human resource information system or human resource 

management system (HRMS), is basically an intersection of human resources and 

information technology through HR software. This allows HR activities and processes to 

occur electronically. The software is braking down in 5 modules sections.

1. System Administrative Manager (SAM) – Module - Desktop

2. Human Resources (HR) – Module – Desktop

3. Office Manager (OM)   – Module – Desktop

4. Employee Self Service (ESS) – Module – Desktop

5. Report Manager (RM) – Module - Desktop
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Complete CARF, JCAHO, and ODMHSAS Policy and Procedures for
Behavioral Health Accreditation

We write complete policies and procedures for clinical agency business and non-clinical 
business. 
As a definition policies are principles, rules, and guidelines formulated or adopted by an 
organization to reach its long-term goals and typically published in a booklet or other form 
that is widely accessible. 

Also policies and procedures are designed to influence and determine all major decisions and
actions, and all activities take place within the boundaries set by them. Procedures are the 
specific methods employed to express policies in action in day-to-day operations of the 
organization. Together, policies and procedures ensure that a point of view held by the 
governing body of an organization is translated into steps that result in an outcome 
compatible with that view.
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Health and Safety Competency Base Training Software 

Who Needs Environmental Health & Safety Training?

Environmental Health & Safety training is a concern across many industries. Everyone from
the nurse at an outpatient clinic to a line cook in a commercial kitchen is closer to harmful 
substances than they might think. It’s not just the HAZMAT hauler who needs to know exactly
what to do in the event of an incident concerning his truck or trailer. Plumbers, welders, and 
even garden center employees need to know what potential dangers their work environments
possess.

Environmental Health & Safety training is a training process that helps employees learn to 
recognize potential safety concerns before they become big problems -- not just a reactive 
method for dealing with harmful substances. A well-trained, well-educated workforce saves 
its company money, not only in the prevention of catastrophic events, but also in insurance 
premiums, worker’s compensation claims, and in the prevention of injury and illness related 
to safety concerns.
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Data Analysis Management Software

The process of evaluating data using analytical and logical reasoning to examine each 

component of the data provided. This form of analysis is just one of the many steps that must

be completed when conducting a research experiment. Data from various sources is 

gathered, reviewed, and then analyzed to form some sort of finding or conclusion. There are 

a variety of specific data analysis method, some of which include data mining, text analytics, 

business intelligence, and data visualizations.

The purpose of collecting data is to answer questions in which the answers are not 

immediately obvious. Data collection is particularly important improving services for clients

The software is braking down in 7 modules sections

1. Infection Control Data Analysis (ICDA)
2.  Performance Analysis Action Plan (PAAP)
3. Hazard and Vulnerability Assessment Tools Naturally Occurring Events (HVATNOC)
4. Client Follow-Up Survey (CFS)
5. Clients Satisfaction Survey Data Measurement Analysis (CSSDMA)
6. Electronic Emergency Mock Drill Record Tracking (EEMDRT)
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7. Electronic Emergency Mock Violence Drill Record Tracking (EEMVDT)
8. Clients Grievance Electronic Record (CGER)
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eSchedule Meeting Minutes Software

The eSchedule meeting minutes software (SMM) allow to the electronically schedule 
leadership and staffs meeting. And also allow you to keep proper tracking records of all the 
agency leadership and staffs meeting.
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Timeline Data Analysis Software

The purpose of Data Timeline Strategic Management (DTSM) is provided as a basis for 
discussion and development of the planning process, and should be modified and 
customized to meet your agency’s needs.
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Pre/Post Test Software
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Organizational Performance Questionnaire Data Analysis Software

The purpose of Organizational Performance Questionnaire (OPQ) is to summarize the 
organization’s performance for the reporting period, how performance data are used and to 
analyze the agency performance for each key performance measure legislatively approved 
by the Executive Director for the biennium. The intended audience includes agency 
managers, BOD, fiscal and budget analysts and interested citizens.

1. Leadership (LS)
2. Customer and Market Focus (CMF)
3. Information Analysis (IA)
4. Human Resource Focus (HRF)
5. Strategic Planning (SP)
6. Business Results (BR)
7. Process Manager (PM)
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Competency Base Training Certificate Software

This certificate are issued to each employee after they have completed video/power point 

presentation on each annual Competency Based Training as required by the agency for 

continue employee education on health and safety practices. The certificate that are issued 

are as follows

1. Fire Safety and Prevention Training Certificate (FSPT)

2. Cultural Competence and Awareness Certificate (CCA)

3. Rights of Consumer Services Training Certificate (RCST)

4. Professional Conduct Mental Health Training Certificate (PCCMMT)

5. Professional Workplace Violence Training Certificate (PWVT)

6. Person Centered and Individualize Training Support Planning Certificate

7. Impact of Trauma Training Certificate (ITT)

8. Client’s Retreat Certificate (RC)
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Sample Certificate
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Power Point Presentation On
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Annual Performance Data Analysis Report Software
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Internal File Auditing Report Software
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Complete Web Site Design for the
Business
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